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Abstract
The particularities of the agricultural ecosystem of cooperating partners suggest a highly distributed, open data architecture
to support the exchange and re-use of data and data-driven applications. We describe the data strategy and the federated basic
architecture of the Agri-Gaia ecosystem. We present an ontology-based approach to metadata management which extends
a bucket store for arbitrary data storage by an RDF-based metadata graph store and employs widely-used domain ontologies
as a conceptual basis. Data and service providers are free to extend the describing metadata at any time, according to their
needs. The resulting set of interconnected platforms supports the publication, retrieval and secure sharing of exposable
data under full control of their owners.
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1 Introduction

Agriculture can profit from modern AI-based applications
(in particular: recognition and assessment of all kinds of
structures in nature – which in turn relies on models,
i.e. suitably-trained Artificial Neural Networks). Effective
building of such applications needs resources and know-
how for building and training the intended AI functionality
– available at software developers and engineers – and the
data sets on which the AI can be trained, which are to be
provided by their owners. Most of the time this is a farmer,
who collects the data by use of documentation systems
or logging machinery, but who cannot profit from it. In
practice, some elements are often lacking during a devel-
opment process. The developer lacks enough data to train
a model, while the farmers hesitate to share their data due
to missing distribution support and fear of misuse of loss of
control. To ameliorate this, support is needed to foster fair
exchange of data sets and models between all participants
in an cooperative ecosystem.

The pan-european initiative Gaia-X1 envisions “a fed-
erated and secure data infrastructure” and aims at “an
ecosystem, whereby data is shared and made available in

1 See https://gaia-x.eu. Accessed 2023-06-21
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a trustworthy environment”. To this end, Gaia-X develops
guidelines, policies, and tools to enable any participants
(usually enterprises) to join a federated system where shar-
ing agreements can be reached and assets can be exchanged.
Core aspects are the unique and secure identification of ev-
ery participant, the description of assets (data or services)
and their listing in catalogues, the definition and execution
of policies governing business and legal conditions for any
particular exchange and usage of assets, and the techni-
cal transfer of data when the participants in question have
reached an agreement.

While Gaia-X development is still ongoing, Gaia-X prin-
ciples are used and adapted in domain-specific solutions.
Some examples are CATENA-X2 (for automotive industry),
the intiative Manufacturing-X3 (for smart industrial produc-
tion) – and Agri-Gaia4 for AI support in the agricultural
domain.

Agri-Gaia makes available rich data sets, which can be
used for model training. It emphasizes technical solutions
for data sovereignty to ensure only users can obtain the data,
if they meet certain requirements defined by the provider,
and envisions new business for trained models, that shall
be transferred to users who deploy them on their machines.
To ensure broad usage and data offers, such ecosystem is
accessible for all interested participants.

Meaningful asset sharing among participants in an open
ecosystem requires a technical infrastructure and common
understanding on the metadata describing the assets. We
suggest to support this ecosystem by implementing a set
of interconnected platforms based on GAIA-X principles.
A platform shall serve as the access node of a participant
which facilitates a local storage and description of their own
data resources and usage conditions (thus ensuring full data
sovereignty of the owner). The participants’ platforms will
serve as exchange tools for obtaining data or services from
other platforms, will support the training steps which help
to build an AI model (using obtained data) and deploy the
trained model to the application-ready edge device. Own
data resources are made available to other participants for
mutual benefit by registering platforms at one or several
market places and exhibiting their data descriptions (i.e. se-
lected meta data). To ensure common understanding and
integration within a market place, all meta data shall be
based on suitable domain ontologies which are the formal
basis for shared understanding. Within a market place, par-
ticipants may search for data and/or services according to
their needs and trigger negotiation of applicable contracts.

In the following we will present details on data stor-
age, metadata storage, and the domain adequate ontologi-

2 See https://catena-x.net. Accessed 2023-06-21
3 see https://www.plattform-i40.de. Accessed 2023-06-21
4 See https://www.agri-gaia.de. Accessed 2023-06-21

cal basis used to describe managed datasets and models. In
addition to that, several workflows are described, e.g. the
data storage, the metadata querying system and the data
exchange based on different Gaia-X technologies.

2 Requirements for handling assets and
metadata

The availability and correct and fair handling of data gains
ever-increasing importance in digitized agriculture; how-
ever, the various parties who cooperate in agricultural pro-
duction pursue different and sometimes conflicting inter-
ests. The need for both easy and open sharing of data as
well as for control and data sovereignty is broadly dis-
cussed [12]. The full vision of universally available open
data conflicts with economic interests and need for protec-
tion of privacy and business secrets. Furthermore, the grow-
ing understanding of the potential economic value of quality
data [7] emphasizes the need for owner’s control and fair
business models. Current data platform solution approaches
in agriculture [4] predominantly concentrate on the collec-
tion, transfer and usage of operational data for documen-
tation, control and optimization of agricultural and food
production work processes. A Generic support for training
of AI-based, data driven solutions in agriculture is not yet
widely attempted. Consequently, support for data-driven AI
solutions in agriculture require

� a distributed ecosystem of individual storage entities
which keep all data assets under the control of their re-
spective owners, while facilitating a federated sharing,
subject to individual usage conditions. Faced with the
variety of possibly interesting data assets in agricultural
scenarios, such system must be independent of the actual
data formats.

� a universally usable metadata system to describe content
and usage of available data assets. Common understand-
ing across various participants (even world-wide) needs
formalized, computer-processable descriptions based on
established, widely usable domain ontologies.

� dynamic extension of descriptive information and data
schema. To allow for the different viewpoints of partici-
pants in agricultural scenarios and to cope with varying
and unforeseen needs of AI development, such metadata
system needs to allow for dynamic addition of descriptive
metadata by participants over time.

We thus envision a distributed, multi-participant system
which unites the different views and needs of data pro-
ducers/owners (each with their own viewpoints on form
and purpose of collected data and their interpretation), data
consumers (each with their own goals and corresponding
data needs, search queries, and data processing ideas) and
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information systems (which require universally available,
standardized data structures and meta data in order to en-
sure basic data management, access or usage control, and
search and retrieval functionalities). However, effective sup-
port for generation and maintenance of the ontological ba-
sis, metadata for the distributed data collections, and user
interaction for data ingestion, search and retrieval requires
sophisticated interpretation of the ontological basis:

� A formal definition of the classes and concepts describ-
ing the various information elements and data types is
the basis for the elementary system functionalities. The
properties contained in such definitions are indispensi-
ble for the functioning of the system and thus considered
mandatory.

� Further descriptive properties in any dataset’s metadata
reflect the intended usage and interpretation considered
by the data generators. While technically optional, the
richness of such annotation is crucial for a wide usability.

� As later data consumers’ interests might not be known
at the time of data generation and annotation, the founda-
tion of any metadata in a solid domain ontology (and thus
the use of both a common vocabulary and represented do-
main knowledge) together with suitable mechanisms for
browsing and semantic search are necessary. Taking into
account the dynamic modifications over time, any inter-
active system has to provide means to dynamically adapt
its user interfaces and data entry forms to the ever-chang-
ing ontological basis.

Consequently, the envisioned metadata management system
shall rely on a formal ontological basis which is used both
in a prescriptive manner (as far as mandatory aspects are
concerned) and in the open, descriptive interpretation, thus
unifying aspects of traditional, closed-world databases with
open-world knowledge bases and their dynamic reaction to
reality.

Fig. 1 Architectural overview of
Agri-Gaia

3 The Agri-Gaia federated basic architecture

Agri-Gaia relies on a federated architecture comprising sev-
eral platforms, a marketplace and a dataspace authority (see
Fig. 1). The platforms offer sovereign services related to
data storage and processing, enabling a farmer to provide
their data through one of the platforms while developers
can leverage the platform to process the data and train AI
models. Data storage on a platform is typically provided as
object storage, making a single platform essentially a data
lake. Metadata management is done through an ontology-
based data catalog that describes available assets within the
platform. For storing the data catalog, we leverage RDF-
based graph databases. Each platform then uses a Gaia-X
compatible connector service that is responsible for com-
munication and data exchange with other systems within
Agri-Gaia. The connector interfaces with the data catalog
and data storage, thus making assets (or subsets thereof)
available for other systems. In particular, the connector
provides endpoints for reading metadata about data offers
stored in the data catalog, accepting policies attached to
data offers as well as initiating data transfer between two
connector instances. Platforms, therefore, form a federated
data lake with the potential for data exchange. However,
data exchange is limited to systems within the Agri-Gaia
ecosystem through the dataspace authority. The dataspace
authority holds basic information about participants and
systems that are considered to be part of Agri-Gaia. Be-
fore data can be exchanged, connectors use the dataspace
authority to verify their identity.

The marketplace comprises the unified data catalog of all
data offerings within Agri-Gaia. It, therefore, collects meta-
data on all data offerings provided by the platforms known
to the dataspace authority. A crawler is used to collect the
data offers. This data is then extended with additional infor-
mation (e.g., the originating platform for an asset), and the
data catalog is updated. Again, the marketplace uses an on-
tology-based data catalog. Following standard REST prac-
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tices, our endpoints return JSON data. This data is converted
into JSON-LD [14] by the addition of a context, again al-
lowing the data to be stored within a graph database or
triple store based on the Resource Description Framework
(RDF, [8]). This simplifies the unification of data offerings
from different platforms while giving individual platforms
greater flexibility in how they describe their data. Neverthe-
less, the basic vocabulary for data offerings is defined in the
Agri-Gaia ontology which is described in Sect. 6. Similar
to the platforms, the marketplace offers REST endpoints
for accessing and filtering the metadata (e.g., by plant type)
of available data offerings. This endpoint is for example
consumed by the marketplace UI but is generally open to
everyone.

4 RelatedWork

Since the inception of internet, Tim Berners Lee, who is of-
ten regarded as the founder of the world wide web, had a vi-
sion of connecting the data on internet. In his own words,
“The Semantic Web is not a separate Web but an exten-
sion of the current one, in which information is given well-
defined meaning, better enabling computers and people to
work in cooperation.”[5]. Since then a lot of works have
been done on defining ontologies for various use cases.
However, the domain of agriculture has been one of the
under utilized section. Since modern technologies are in-
corporated in agriculture, more and more useful data are
being generated which can be used for better resource ma-
nagement and more precise methods for farming.

An ontology specifically designed for agriculture domain
can contribute to that vision and Bansal et.al. [3] created an
ontology called CROPont for that purpose. For our work,
in addition to agriculture related elements, we also inte-
grated elements that are important for a fully functioning
data marketplace. This includes description for the partici-
pants, identitiy for the institutions involved, description for
the physical and virtual devices used for the processes, re-
sources available for services regarding the resource etc.

Once an ontology is in place, it is also necessary to
allow users to enter data based on the framework. Aydin
et.al. [2] developed a tool called OWL2MVC which gener-
ates a data acquisition form which makes it easy to gather
metadata from common users. While OWL2MVC focuses
on data acquisition, our platform goes beyond to integrate
data storage, graph storage and contract negotiations be-
tween participants

Zheng et.al. [22] developed a tool to construct agricul-
ture based ontology by the common user. However, their
work is still in research phase. In contrary, in our work we
developed the ontology and then we reviewed with poten-
tial users and enhanced the ontology to make sure it caters

to wide variety of use cases. This gives us more control to
ensure we adhere to the standards while also expanding and
modifying the ontology to make it more robust.

5 Technology decisions

This section focuses on the technologies required to en-
able the architecture, that was described in Sect. 3. As
mentioned, it is necessary to provide technologies for stor-
ing various data objects in different formats, managing the
metadata of all of those data objects and to enable the
Gaia-X conform exchange of the assets between multiple
participants of the ecosystem.

Regarding the storage of metadata Apache Jena Fuseki5

is used to persist the metadata in a RDF graph format. It
also supports the storage of the Agri-Gaia backend ontology
and Shapes graph based on the Shapes Constraint Langu-
age (SHACL, [15])which is used to validate the incoming
metadata inside the Apache Jena Fuseki storage itself. The
storage can be queried using SPARQL (an RDF Query lan-
guage, [11]) to retrieve information on persisted metadata
as well as the previous mentioned Agri-Gaia ontology.

A MinIO S3 storage6 is used to persist datasets and
models itself. They are managed in form of buckets and
located with different prefixes to simulate a file system in
the MinIO frontend. By using an S3 storage it is possible
to save different types of datasets. This enables the stor-
age of image datasets alongside with e.g. tabular datasets
without the need of including another new technology to
the ecosystem. To communicate with the MinIO service
different SDKs can be used.

To enable the Gaia-X conform exchange of data and
metadata, an Eclipse Dataspace Connector7 (EDC) is used.
Alongside with the asset exchange itself, it manages the
metadata of assets published in the catalogue and exchanges
this metadata with the connector of the marketplace. We
added an extension which enables the asset transfer from
and into Minio S3 storages.

Other technologies like the IDSA Connector8 or the Con-
nector developed by the OCEAN protocol9 team were also
evaluated. As the OCEAN protocol connector would have
been based on Distributed Ledger technology, it was dis-
carded from the decision, as it didn’t match the technolo-
gies, which already were used internally in the platforms

5 See https://jena.apache.org/documentation/fuseki2/. Accessed 2023-
06-21
6 See https://min.io/. Accessed 2023-06-21
7 See https://github.com/eclipse-edc/Connector. Accessed 2023-06-21
8 See https://www.dataspaces.fraunhofer.de/de/software/connector.
html. Accessed 2023-06-21
9 See https://oceanprotocol.com/. Accessed 2023-06-21
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and the marketplace. The EDC was chosen, as the Github
repository showed recent progress by multiple participants
on the project and other big projects like Catena-X support
it as well.

6 Ontology-based metadata graph

6.1 Referenced Ontologies

The RDF approach and data model allows – in contrast to
more restrictive schema technologies like XML Schema [9,
20] or JSON Schema – a flexible combination of data
descriptions in the form of ontologies and vocabularies.
Reusing existing, common standards and models and re-
combining and extending them towards a model suited for
the respective applications scenarios and use cases is thus
best practice among the RDF community of users. Within
Agri-Gaia we thus also rely on a set of fundamental, stand-
ardized and stable ontologies, vocabularies and thesauri.
This includes:

� A set of abstract base vocabularies including the RDF and
RDF Schema [6] vocabularies, OWL [18] and SKOS [17]
used for declaring classes, properties and concepts in-
cluding their hierarchies, documentation and relations

� standard metadata and provenance vocabularies includ-
ing Dublin Core, DCAT [1] and PROV [16] providing
terms for describing sources, download locations and
provenance of for example data sets

� vocabularies for describing people, organizations and
contact information like vCard [13] and FOAF

� some datatype specific ontologies and vocabularies,
for example GeoSPARQL and W3C location [19] for
geospatial data, CSVW [21] for tabular data, image
metadata vocabularies like EXIF [10] and XMP

� controlled vocabularies/thesauri in the form of SKOS
concept schemes like AGROVOC10 or vocabulary datasets
like Geonames11 as value spaces for some of the proper-
ties

Services designed are meant to be compliant to the
Gaia-X infrastructure. Interfaces in Gaia-X partly rely on
self descriptions of assets that are provided using a set of
Gaia-X-specific ontologies and vocabularies. Apart from
the proven and established ontologies mentioned above,
our own work also relies on reuse of a number of classes
and properties from the Gaia-X self description ontologies.

Terms from the above mentioned ontologies are used as
building blocks for the description of the assets depending
on their types. A certain subset of attributes is declared as

10 See https://agrovoc.fao.org. Accessed 2023-06-21
11 See https://www.geonames.org/. Accessed 2023-06-21

mandatory using the Shapes Constraint Language (SHACL,
see Sect. 6.2.2 for a more detailed description).

Enabling search for datasets that refer to a certain com-
mon topic is one of the application scenarios to cover. For
machine learning use cases, also finding datasets that have
labels on certain object classes is a common requirement.
Simply assigning freetext string keywords to topic or label
attributes leads to several challenges:

� spelling and/or language variants would have to be taken
into account

� multilingual search is limited to the languages of key-
words assigned and search will not produce any output
for datasets that have been annotated using another lan-
guage

� assets using synonyms of terms will not be found

The rationale behind using above mentioned controlled
vocabularies and thesauri – namely AGROVOC and Geon-
ames – is to deal with these challenges. The user is encour-
aged via the user interface to assign terms that are drawn
from them. They model for example broader and narrower
term and containment relationships explicitly so that search
facilities can make use of these. For example showing all
data sets for wheat when cereals are searched is possible.
You can also include datasets that have been annotated to
have been captured at a certain location in the result set of
a search for a region, if the given location is located within
that region. Also the mentioned thesauri contain lexicaliza-
tions in multiple languages taking into account synonymy
by providing preferred and alternative labels for concepts.

6.2 Dynamic extensions: Growing the metadata
space

6.2.1 Agri-Gaia Ontology

In a collaborative environment, as envisioned in the Agri-
Gaia project, it is very important that every participant has
a common understanding of the types of resources they are
sharing and consuming. Therefore, while describing meta-
data for a resource, all the terminologies used to define
a type of resource and their properties must be unambigu-
ous and universally accepted. For this reason we decided to
create an Agri-Gaia ontology which extends the Gaia-X on-
tology for datasets within the agriculture domain. At the top
level we defined a class AgriDataResource which en-
compasses all datasets related to agriculture. This class ex-
tends from the W3C standard Dataset class from DCAT
and DataResource class from the Gaia-X ontology gax-
trust-framework. This ensures that any resource described
in our ontology will conform to Gaia-X standards and can
also utilize the rich variety of classes and properties that
are connected to DCAT. Additionally, following the open
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Fig. 2 Class Hierarchy in Agri-
Gaia Ontology

world RDF model, it can include additional attributes from
other standards for a more versatile metadata description.

We have extended the generic AgriDataResource
class to three format specific classes, namely for image
datasets, JSON datasets and CSV datasets meant for the
agriculture domain (Fig. 2). When users want to provide
metadata for these specific types of dataset, they will be
prompted with a property list that is specific to the chosen
type of dataset. For image datasets the number of images,
resolution, image channels etc. might be more important
but these properties do not apply to a dataset of CSV files.
Furthermore, since the ontology is connected to Gaia-X
and other W3C standards, many of the generic properties
can be reused to enhance the quality of metadata while
also conforming to W3C and Gaia-X standards. As Gaia-X
expands and we continue to work with our partners to gather
more information on various types of resources and how to
describe them, we can build on the existing ontology to
accommodate more elements to expand our coverage for
metadata description.

6.2.2 Applying Constraints

The information elements and their properties (aka con-
cepts) in the Agri-Gaia Ontology are descriptive object def-
initions used as basis for the implemented functionality and
for minimal validation to exclude fatally wrong data de-
scriptions. Besides they can be interpreted as a prescrip-
tive guideline to be used in interface/form generation or as
“how-to” for users when entering data.

To operationalize the verification and user guidance, we
employ SHACL shapes to enforce constraints on the in-
coming metadata. Through a SHACL shape, we can target
a particular class by defining it as a target for a NodeShape
(Classes are considered as nodes in RDF graphs) and then
specify constraints on it’s particular properties by defining
them under PropertyShape. As automated support, we use
the CONSTRUCT query shown in Listing Fig. 3 to create
the initial set of SHACL shapes (which are RDF graphs
as well) from our ontology graph that forms the basis for
our attributes recommendations to the users who want to
describe their resources using the Agri-Gaia ontology.

This query creates a node shape for every class and
each of those node shapes contains one property shape
for each property that is defined for that class in the on-
tology. For example, the query will create a NodeShape
named AgriImageDataResourceShape for the class
AgriImageDataResource. Within that NodeShape,
for each property of the class (e.g. imageCount) there will
be a PropertyShape (e.g. imageCountShape). A subset of
properties for AgriImageDataResource is shown in Listing
Fig. 4

The resulting shapes give us a framework for further
developments in two key aspects:

(1) We can adjust the property list shown to the external
users by simply adding appropriate property shapes or re-
moving non-relevant property shapes from sh:property
without editing the ontology itself. This gives us full
control of the design decisions about which attributes
to show the external users for their inputs to describe
their particular type of resource. Listing Fig. 5 shows
an example of the shapes that were created for the class
AgriImageDataResource using the query:

(2) We can edit the individual property shapes to intro-
duce various constraints on attributes e.g. cardinality, ac-
cepted value type(s), mandatory or optional etc. Listing
Fig. 6 is an example of how we can edit the shape for
the imageCount property and add constraints like the

Fig. 3 Query to create SHACL shapes
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Fig. 4 Properties for AgriImageDataResource Class

Fig. 5 Shapes for AgriImageDataResourceShape

Fig. 6 Shape for imageCount property

maximum value or the type (for example integer) for the
property.

The ontological knowledge and its use for verification
and guidance unifies aspects of both the closed, source-of-
truth paradigm of classic database, which use stable data-
base schemata, integrity constraints, or consistency-preserv-
ing demon mechanisms to avoid the storage of inconsistent
data, with aspects of the open world paradigm of knowledge
bases, which must accept whatever comes from observing
the real world, and then try to make sense from the data
by classification, realization of concepts, or modifying as-
sumptions via truth maintenance algorithms.

7 Key processes

Within this section the key processes are described, which
can be executed based on the defined ontologies from
Sect. 6.

7.1 Storage initialization

To enable the storage, usage and exchange of metadata and
data each platform instance provides their own Apache Jena
Fuseki, MinIO and EDC instance. All of those services are
started by packaging them into containers and run them

along side with all other platform services. The Apache
Jena Fuseki is used to store the metadata itself. On startup
of the container pre-configured ontologies are loaded au-
tomatically, like the AGROVOC, a part of the Geonames
ontology, the Agri-Gaia Ontology and the Agri-Gaia Shape
files.

7.2 Data storage

The technologies from Sect. 5 are used during the upload
of datasets and models to a platform instance. During this
process a sequence of calls is triggered. The frontend first
asks the backend via a REST call for possible subclasses
of the Data Resource class, which is described in the Agri-
Gaia ontologies and inherits from Gaia-X concepts. After
the backend receives the request, a SPARQL query is built
and sent to the Apache Jena Fuseki endpoint to search for
the relevant classes from the Agri-Gaia ontology. The result
is mapped and returned to the frontend and enables it to
fill those possible classes into a Dropdown Selection, as
shown in Fig. 7. This workflow makes it possible to add
new classes to the ontology, without editing the code base
of the platform.

Based on the selection of the dataset type in the drop-
down a similar sequence like described before is executed,
this time asking for possible properties which are attached
to this class (see Listing Fig. 8).

The result is mapped into the JSON-LD format to enable
automatic generation of the form in the frontend and assign
the correct data types to the input fields. In a next step the
SHACL shapes can be queried to enable input checks in
the frontend as well.

After all mandatory inputs are filled, the dataset infor-
mation and the data itself are passed to the backend, where
a validation flow is initiated. First it creates a temporary
dataset in the Apache Jena Fuseki Triple storage. The given
metadata is saved into the temporary dataset and the Agri-
Gaia shapes are loaded from the shape dataset. Afterwards
the dataset is validated against the SHACL shapes and a val-
idation report is created, which contains information on
missing or wrongly given attributes, if any. In this case,
the upload is canceled and the user has to refill the form.

Fig. 7 Exemplary Dropdown menu with Dataset subtypes
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Fig. 8 Query to receive all attributes for a class

If the check passes, the metadata is merged into the main
dataset and the temporary one is deleted. This flow reduces
the runtime of the shape validation, as it only has to check
the new inserted information.

7.3 Data exchange

Publishing an asset in the marketplace, or retrieving an asset
from another platform, both employ the EDC for transfer.
On publishing an asset, all available metadata is retrieved
from the triple store and serialized in JSON LD format for
the EDC. The attributes needed by EDC itself (e.g. the asset
name, publisher or type) are mapped to the EDC catalogue
attributes, while the entire metadata set is also stored in an
additional attribute to EDC’s catalogue and saved in a sep-
arate file. This file is included into a zip archive together
with all asset files which should be transferred after a suc-
cessful contract negotiation via a file transfer executed by
the EDC.

The transfer itself uses a push mechanism. To enable this
type of transfer the receiver has to provision a temporary
credential to his MinIO instance in the first place. The login
information will be given to the senders connector, who
uses it to build a connection to the remote MinIO. Then the
information will be retreived from their own storage and
written to the storage of the receiver, This way the receiver
gets all metadata information alongside with the asset itself
saved on the provider platform and can use the asset or
import the metadata into their own triple storage.

8 Conclusion

This paper showed how the project Agri-Gaia handles data
and metadata in an ecosystem consisting of multiple par-
ticipants. According to the needs of the agricultural appli-
cation scenarios, every participant is allowed to create, add
and publish any metadata they deem relevant.

The functionalities to be used by every participant,
including the ability to browse, query, and use semantic
search extensions, and the understanding of data content

have to be ensured by a common vocabulary via a refer-
ence to suitable domain ontologies and typical data type
definitions.

The approach contributes to a common understanding of
metadata for datasets and models by defining an informa-
tion elements ontology for the whole agricultural ecosys-
tem. This way providers and consumers of data can be sure
of what is inside an asset if it is described properly follow-
ing the structure of this ontology. The metadata ontology
can be updated by everyone to share specific knowledge
on, for example, required attributes throughout the sector.
By providing dynamic interfaces, these changes are imme-
diately present in the forms that a user has to fill whenever
uploading an asset without the need to adjust any of the
platform code. The exchange of metadata alongside with
the data itself between decentralized participants, based on
Gaia-X principles, is shown. The paper proposed the usage
of MinIO as a data storage, Apache Jena Fuseki as a graph
based metadata store solution and EDC to exchange data in
this complex agricultural ecosystem.

The implemented prototype is currently being evaluated
in selected use cases within Agri-Gaia.
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